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of an infinite richness of circumstances that
cannot fully be considered and easily be
anticipated. Most books, however, focus their
analysis on, or deal largely with, the
advancement of the technology and its potential
only. This book offers a fresh, up–to–date, and
holistic approach to Ambient Intelligence. As
such, it addresses the interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary aspects of the rapidly evolving
field of Ambient Intelligence by seamlessly
integrating and fusing it with artificial
intelligence, cognitive science and psychology,
social sciences, and humanities. It is divided into
two main parts: Part 1 is about different
permutations of enabling technologies as well as
core computational capabilities, namely context
awareness, implicit and natural interaction, and
intelligent behavior. It details the existing and
upcoming prerequisite technologies, and
elucidates the application and convergence of
major current and future computing trends. Part
2 is an accessible review and synthesis of the
latest research in the human-directed sciences
and computing and how these are intricately
interrelated in the realm of Ambient
Intelligence. It deals with the state–of–the–art
human–inspired applications which show humanlike understanding and exhibit intelligent
behavior in relation to a variety of aspects of
human functioning – states and processes. It
describes and elaborates on the rich potential of
Ambient Intelligence from a variety of
interrelated perspectives and the plethora of
challenges and bottlenecks involved in making
Ambient Intelligence a reality, and also
discusses the established knowledge and recent
discoveries in the human–directed sciences and

Social Science Research - Anol Bhattacherjee
2012-04-01
This book is designed to introduce doctoral and
graduate students to the process of conducting
scientific research in the social sciences,
business, education, public health, and related
disciplines. It is a one-stop, comprehensive, and
compact source for foundational concepts in
behavioral research, and can serve as a standalone text or as a supplement to research
readings in any doctoral seminar or research
methods class. This book is currently used as a
research text at universities on six continents
and will shortly be available in nine different
languages.
Experiments in Plant-hybridisation - Gregor
Mendel 1925
World Social Report 2020 - Department of
Economic and Social Affairs 2020-02-14
This report examines the links between
inequality and other major global trends (or
megatrends), with a focus on technological
change, climate change, urbanization and
international migration. The analysis pays
particular attention to poverty and labour
market trends, as they mediate the distributional
impacts of the major trends selected. It also
provides policy recommendations to manage
these megatrends in an equitable manner and
considers the policy implications, so as to reduce
inequalities and support their implementation.
The Human Face of Ambient Intelligence Simon Elias Bibri 2015-06-26
As a socially disruptive technology, Ambient
Intelligence is ultimately directed towards
humans and targeted at the mundane life made
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their application and convergence in the ambit
of Ambient Intelligence computing. This seminal
reference work is the most comprehensive of its
kind, and will prove invaluable to students,
researchers, and professionals across both
computing and the human-directed sciences.
Transforming the Workforce for Children Birth
Through Age 8 - National Research Council
2015-07-23
Children are already learning at birth, and they
develop and learn at a rapid pace in their early
years. This provides a critical foundation for
lifelong progress, and the adults who provide for
the care and the education of young children
bear a great responsibility for their health,
development, and learning. Despite the fact that
they share the same objective - to nurture young
children and secure their future success - the
various practitioners who contribute to the care
and the education of children from birth through
age 8 are not acknowledged as a workforce
unified by the common knowledge and
competencies needed to do their jobs well.
Transforming the Workforce for Children Birth
Through Age 8 explores the science of child
development, particularly looking at implications
for the professionals who work with children.
This report examines the current capacities and
practices of the workforce, the settings in which
they work, the policies and infrastructure that
set qualifications and provide professional
learning, and the government agencies and
other funders who support and oversee these
systems. This book then makes
recommendations to improve the quality of
professional practice and the practice
environment for care and education
professionals. These detailed recommendations
create a blueprint for action that builds on a
unifying foundation of child development and
early learning, shared knowledge and
competencies for care and education
professionals, and principles for effective
professional learning. Young children thrive and
learn best when they have secure, positive
relationships with adults who are knowledgeable
about how to support their development and
learning and are responsive to their individual
progress. Transforming the Workforce for
Children Birth Through Age 8 offers guidance on
system changes to improve the quality of
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professional practice, specific actions to improve
professional learning systems and workforce
development, and research to continue to build
the knowledge base in ways that will directly
advance and inform future actions. The
recommendations of this book provide an
opportunity to improve the quality of the care
and the education that children receive, and
ultimately improve outcomes for children.
Introduction to Quantitative Genetics Douglas Scott Falconer 1960
The lastest edition of this classic text continues
to provide the basis for understanding the
genetic principles behind quantitative
differences in phenotypes and how they apply to
animal and plant improvement and evolution. It
extends these concepts to the segregation of
genes that cause genetic variation in
quantitative traits. Key techniques and methods
are also covered.
Industrial Engineering, Machine Design And
Automation (Iemda 2014) - Proceedings Of The
2014 Congress & Computer Science And
Application (Ccsa 2014) - Proceedings Of The
2nd Congress - Shihong Qin 2015-03-30
This proceedings put together 68 selected
articles from the joint conferences of 2014
Congress on Industrial Engineering, Machine
Design and Automation (IEMDA2014) and the
2nd Congress on Computer Science and
Application (CCSA2014), held in Sanya, China
during December 12 - 14, 2014. The conference
program of IEMDA 2014 focused on areas of
Industrial Engineering, Machine Design and
Automation, while the CCSA 2014 program
provided the platform for Computer Science and
Applications.Collected together the latest
research results and applications on industrial
engineering, machine design, automation, and
computer science and other related Engineering
topics. All submitted papers to this proceedings
were subjected to strict peer-reviewing by 2-4
expert referees, to ensure that all articles
selected are of highest standard and are
relevance to the conference.
Strengthening Forensic Science in the
United States - National Research Council
2009-07-29
Scores of talented and dedicated people serve
the forensic science community, performing
vitally important work. However, they are often
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constrained by lack of adequate resources,
sound policies, and national support. It is clear
that change and advancements, both systematic
and scientific, are needed in a number of
forensic science disciplines to ensure the
reliability of work, establish enforceable
standards, and promote best practices with
consistent application. Strengthening Forensic
Science in the United States: A Path Forward
provides a detailed plan for addressing these
needs and suggests the creation of a new
government entity, the National Institute of
Forensic Science, to establish and enforce
standards within the forensic science
community. The benefits of improving and
regulating the forensic science disciplines are
clear: assisting law enforcement officials,
enhancing homeland security, and reducing the
risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration.
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United
States gives a full account of what is needed to
advance the forensic science disciplines,
including upgrading of systems and
organizational structures, better training,
widespread adoption of uniform and enforceable
best practices, and mandatory certification and
accreditation programs. While this book
provides an essential call-to-action for congress
and policy makers, it also serves as a vital tool
for law enforcement agencies, criminal
prosecutors and attorneys, and forensic science
educators.
Cassidy and Allanson's Management of
Genetic Syndromes - John C. Carey 2021-01-27
MANAGEMENT OF GENETIC SYNDROMES
THE MOST RECENT UPDATE TO ONE OF THE
MOST ESSENTIAL REFERENCES ON MEDICAL
GENETICS Cassidy and Allanson’s Management
of Genetic Syndromes, Fourth Edition is the
latest version of a classic text in medical
genetics. With newly covered disorders and
cutting-edge, up-to-date information, this
resource remains the most crucial reference on
the management of genetic syndromes in the
field of medical genetics for students, clinicians,
caregivers, and researchers. The fourth edition
includes current information on the
identification of genetic syndromes (including
newly developed diagnostic criteria), the genetic
basis (including diagnostic testing), and the
routine care and management for more than 60
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genetic disorders. Written by experts, each
chapter includes sections on: Incidence
Diagnostic criteria Etiology, pathogenesis and
genetics Diagnostic testing Differential diagnosis
Manifestations and Management (by system)
The book focuses on genetic syndromes,
primarily those involving developmental
disabilities and congenital defects. The chapter
sections dealing with Manifestations and
Management represents the centerpiece of each
entry and is unmatched by other genetic
syndrome references. Management of Genetic
Syndromes is perfect for medical geneticists,
genetic counselors, primary care physicians and
all healthcare professionals seeking to stay
current on the routine care and management of
individuals with genetic disorders.
The Genetic Lottery - Kathryn Paige Harden
2021-09-21
A provocative and timely case for how the
science of genetics can help create a more just
and equal society In recent years, scientists like
Kathryn Paige Harden have shown that DNA
makes us different, in our personalities and in
our health—and in ways that matter for
educational and economic success in our current
society. In The Genetic Lottery, Harden
introduces readers to the latest genetic science,
dismantling dangerous ideas about racial
superiority and challenging us to grapple with
what equality really means in a world where
people are born different. Weaving together
personal stories with scientific evidence, Harden
shows why our refusal to recognize the power of
DNA perpetuates the myth of meritocracy, and
argues that we must acknowledge the role of
genetic luck if we are ever to create a fair
society. Reclaiming genetic science from the
legacy of eugenics, this groundbreaking book
offers a bold new vision of society where
everyone thrives, regardless of how one fares in
the genetic lottery.
How People Learn - National Research Council
2000-08-11
First released in the Spring of 1999, How People
Learn has been expanded to show how the
theories and insights from the original book can
translate into actions and practice, now making
a real connection between classroom activities
and learning behavior. This edition includes farreaching suggestions for research that could
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increase the impact that classroom teaching has
on actual learning. Like the original edition, this
book offers exciting new research about the
mind and the brain that provides answers to a
number of compelling questions. When do
infants begin to learn? How do experts learn and
how is this different from non-experts? What can
teachers and schools do-with curricula,
classroom settings, and teaching methods--to
help children learn most effectively? New
evidence from many branches of science has
significantly added to our understanding of what
it means to know, from the neural processes that
occur during learning to the influence of culture
on what people see and absorb. How People
Learn examines these findings and their
implications for what we teach, how we teach it,
and how we assess what our children learn. The
book uses exemplary teaching to illustrate how
approaches based on what we now know result
in in-depth learning. This new knowledge calls
into question concepts and practices firmly
entrenched in our current education system.
Topics include: How learning actually changes
the physical structure of the brain. How existing
knowledge affects what people notice and how
they learn. What the thought processes of
experts tell us about how to teach. The amazing
learning potential of infants. The relationship of
classroom learning and everyday settings of
community and workplace. Learning needs and
opportunities for teachers. A realistic look at the
role of technology in education.
Face Recognition - Harry Wechsler 2012-12-06
The NATO Advanced Study Institute (ASI) on
Face Recognition: From Theory to Applications
took place in Stirling, Scotland, UK, from June
23 through July 4, 1997. The meeting brought
together 95 participants (including 18 invited
lecturers) from 22 countries. The lecturers are
leading researchers from academia, govemment,
and industry from allover the world. The
lecturers presented an encompassing view of
face recognition, and identified trends for future
developments and the means for implementing
robust face recognition systems. The scientific
programme consisted of invited lectures, three
panels, and (oral and poster) presentations from
students attending the AS!. As a result of lively
interactions between the participants, the
following topics emerged as major themes of the
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meeting: (i) human processing of face
recognition and its relevance to forensic
systems, (ii) face coding, (iii) connectionist
methods and support vector machines (SVM),
(iv) hybrid methods for face recognition, and (v)
predictive learning and performance evaluation.
The goals of the panels were to provide links
among the lectures and to emphasis the themes
of the meeting. The topics of the panels were: (i)
How the human visual system processes faces,
(ii) Issues in applying face recognition: data
bases, evaluation and systems, and (iii)
Classification issues involved in face recognition.
The presentations made by students gave them
an opportunity to receive feedback from the
invited lecturers and suggestions for future
work.
Vogel and Motulsky's Human Genetics Friedrich Vogel 1997
Provides information on the molecular basis of
human genetics and outlines the principles of
other epigenetic processes which together
create the phenotype of a human being. This
work also discusses the molecular basis for the
concepts, methods and results in fields such as
population genetics.
PISA Take the Test Sample Questions from
OECD's PISA Assessments - OECD 2009-02-02
This book presents all the publicly available
questions from the PISA surveys. Some of these
questions were used in the PISA 2000, 2003 and
2006 surveys and others were used in
developing and trying out the assessment.
Exploring Physical Anthropology: Lab
Manual and Workbook, 4e - Suzanne E
Walker Pacheco 2022-01-14
Exploring Physical Anthropology is a
comprehensive, full-color lab manual intended
for an introductory laboratory course in physical
anthropology. It can also serve as a
supplementary workbook for a lecture class,
particularly in the absence of a laboratory
offering. This laboratory manual enables a
hands-on approach to learning about the
evolutionary processes that resulted in humans
through the use of numerous examples and
exercises. It offers a solid grounding in the main
areas of an introductory physical anthropology
lab course: genetics, evolutionary forces, human
osteology, forensic anthropology,
comparative/functional skeletal anatomy,
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primate behavior, paleoanthropology, and
modern human biological variation.
The Ethics of Genetic Screening - Ruth F.
Chadwick 1999-03-31
This collection of essays represents the work
produced in the course of a three-year project
funded by the Commission of the European
Communities under the Biomed I programme, on
the ethics of genetic screening, entitled 'Genetic
screening: ethical and philosophical
perspectives, with special reference to
multifactorial diseases'. The short title of the
project was Euroscreen, thereafter known as
Euroscreen I, in the light of the fact that a
second project on genetic screening was
subsequently funded. The project was
multinational and multidisciplinary, and had as
its objectives to examine the nature and extent
of genetic screening programmes in different
European countries; to analyse the social policy
response to these developments in different
countries; and to explore the applicability of
normative ethical frameworks to the issues. The
project was led by a core group who had
oversight of the project and members of which
have acted as editors for this volume. Darren
Shickle edited the first section; Henk ten Have
the second; Ruth Chadwick and Urban Wiesing
the third and final part. The volume opens with
an overview of genetic screening and the
principles available for addressing developments
in the field, with special reference to the Wilson
and Jungner principles on screening. The first of
the three major sections thereafter includes
papers on the state of the art in different
countries, together with some analysis of social
context and policy.
Searching and Seizing Computers and Obtaining
Electronic Evidence in Criminal Investigations Orin S. Kerr 2001

nightmare. The precision of his methods
suggests that he is a deranged man of medicine,
prompting the Boston newspapers to dub him
“The Surgeon.” Led by Detectives Thomas
Moore and Jane Rizzoli, the cops must consult
the victim of a nearly identical crime: Two years
ago, Dr. Catherine Cordell fought back and filled
an attacker before he could complete his assault.
Now this new killer is re-creating, with chilling
accuracy, the details of Cordell’s ordeal. With
every new murder he seems to be taunting her,
cutting ever closer, from her hospital to her
home. And neither Moore nor Rizzoli can protect
Cordell from a ruthless hunter who somehow
understands—and savors—the secret fears of
every woman he kills. “[A] top-grade thriller . . .
Sharp characters stitch your eye to the page. An
all-nighter.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
“Creepy . . . will exert a powerful grip on
readers.”—Chicago Tribune
The Rizzoli & Isles Series 10-Book Bundle - Tess
Gerritsen 2013-10-07
Tess Gerritsen has thrilled countless readers
with her acclaimed novels of suspense featuring
Boston detective Jane Rizzoli and medical
examiner Maura Isles. TNT struck ratings gold
with Rizzoli & Isles, a series based on
Gerritsen’s New York Times bestsellers. And
now the first ten Rizzoli & Isles novels are
together in one convenient eBook bundle.
“Gerritsen has a knack for creating great
characters and mysterious plots that seem
straightforward but also dazzle with complexity
and twists.”—Associated Press, on Last to Die
This bundle includes the following titles: THE
SURGEON THE APPRENTICE THE SINNER
BODY DOUBLE VANISH THE MEPHISTO CLUB
THE KEEPSAKE ICE COLD THE SILENT GIRL
LAST TO DIE Praise for Tess Gerritsen and her
Rizzoli & Isles series “[Gerritsen] has an
imagination that allows her to conjure up depths
of human behavior so dark and frightening that
she makes Edgar Allan Poe and H. P. Lovecraft
seem like goody-two-shoes.”—Chicago Tribune
“One of the most versatile voices in thriller
fiction today.”—The Providence Journal “A
briskly paced, terrifically suspenseful work that
steadily builds toward a tense and terrifying
climax.”—People, on The Surgeon “Richly
suspenseful and provocative . . . leaves the
reader breathless.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer,

The Surgeon: A Rizzoli & Isles Novel - Tess
Gerritsen 2001-10-02
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A briskly
paced, terrifically suspenseful work that steadily
builds toward a tense and terrifying
climax.”—People (Page-turner of the week) This
ebook edition contains a special preview of Tess
Gerritsen’s I Know a Secret. He slips into homes
at night and walks silently into bedrooms where
women lie sleeping, about to awaken to a living
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on Body Double “Gerritsen, as always, puts her
medical training to ghoulish use.”—The Boston
Globe “The kind of book you’d read in one
sitting.”—Chicago Sun-Times, on Ice Cold
“Suspense doesn’t get smarter than this. Not
just recommended but mandatory.”—Lee Child,
on The Silent Girl
Computer Vision - ACCV 2007 - Yasushi Yagi
2007-11-14
This title is part of a two volume set that
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th
Asian Conference on Computer Vision, ACCV
2007. Coverage includes shape and texture,
image and video processing, face and gesture,
tracking, camera networks, learning, motion and
tracking, retrieval and search, human pose
estimation, matching, face/gesture/action
detection and recognition, low level vision and
phtometory, motion and tracking, human
detection, and segmentation.
Measuring Productivity - OECD Manual
Measurement of Aggregate and Industry-level
Productivity Growth - OECD 2001-07-16
This manual presents the theoretical foundations
to productivity measurement, and discusses
implementation and measurement issues.
Assessing Genetic Risks - Institute of
Medicine 1994-01-01
Raising hopes for disease treatment and
prevention, but also the specter of
discrimination and "designer genes," genetic
testing is potentially one of the most socially
explosive developments of our time. This book
presents a current assessment of this rapidly
evolving field, offering principles for actions and
research and recommendations on key issues in
genetic testing and screening. Advantages of
early genetic knowledge are balanced with
issues associated with such knowledge:
availability of treatment, privacy and
discrimination, personal decision-making, public
health objectives, cost, and more. Among the
important issues covered: Quality control in
genetic testing. Appropriate roles for public
agencies, private health practitioners, and
laboratories. Value-neutral education and
counseling for persons considering testing. Use
of test results in insurance, employment, and
other settings.
Grit - Angela Duckworth 2016-05-03
In this instant New York Times bestseller,
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Angela Duckworth shows anyone striving to
succeed that the secret to outstanding
achievement is not talent, but a special blend of
passion and persistence she calls “grit.”
“Inspiration for non-geniuses everywhere”
(People). The daughter of a scientist who
frequently noted her lack of “genius,” Angela
Duckworth is now a celebrated researcher and
professor. It was her early eye-opening stints in
teaching, business consulting, and neuroscience
that led to her hypothesis about what really
drives success: not genius, but a unique
combination of passion and long-term
perseverance. In Grit, she takes us into the field
to visit cadets struggling through their first days
at West Point, teachers working in some of the
toughest schools, and young finalists in the
National Spelling Bee. She also mines
fascinating insights from history and shows what
can be gleaned from modern experiments in
peak performance. Finally, she shares what
she’s learned from interviewing dozens of high
achievers—from JP Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon to
New Yorker cartoon editor Bob Mankoff to
Seattle Seahawks Coach Pete Carroll.
“Duckworth’s ideas about the cultivation of
tenacity have clearly changed some lives for the
better” (The New York Times Book Review).
Among Grit’s most valuable insights: any effort
you make ultimately counts twice toward your
goal; grit can be learned, regardless of IQ or
circumstances; when it comes to child-rearing,
neither a warm embrace nor high standards will
work by themselves; how to trigger lifelong
interest; the magic of the Hard Thing Rule; and
so much more. Winningly personal, insightful,
and even life-changing, Grit is a book about what
goes through your head when you fall down, and
how that—not talent or luck—makes all the
difference. This is “a fascinating tour of the
psychological research on success” (The Wall
Street Journal).
The Genetics of Human Populations - Luigi Luca
Cavalli-Sforza 1999-01-01
Comprehensive, advanced treatment of nature
and source of inherited characteristics, with
treatment of mathematical techniques.
Mendelian populations, mutations,
polymorphisms, genetic demography, much
more. Emphasizes interpretation of data in
relation to theoretical models.
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and engineers all over the world and providing a
unique opportunity to exchange information, to
present the latest results as well as to review the
relevant issues on
WHO Laboratory Manual for the
Examination of Human Semen and SpermCervical Mucus Interaction - World Health
Organisation 1999-05-13
The definitive and essential source of reference
for all laboratories involved in the analysis of
human semen.
The Rizzoli & Isles Series 9-Book Bundle - Tess
Gerritsen 2012-10-30
Tess Gerritsen has thrilled countless readers
with her acclaimed novels of suspense featuring
Boston detective Jane Rizzoli and medical
examiner Maura Isles. TNT struck ratings gold
with Rizzoli & Isles, a series based on
Gerritsen’s New York Times bestsellers. And
now the first nine Rizzoli & Isles novels are
together in one convenient eBook bundle.
“Suspense doesn’t get smarter than this. Not
just recommended but mandatory.”—Lee Child,
on The Silent Girl This bundle includes the
following titles: THE SURGEON THE
APPRENTICE THE SINNER BODY DOUBLE
VANISH THE MEPHISTO CLUB THE KEEPSAKE
ICE COLD THE SILENT GIRL And don’t miss the
thrilling excerpt of Tess Gerritsen’s new Rizzoli
& Isles novel, Last to Die. “[Gerritsen] has an
imagination that allows her to conjure up depths
of human behavior so dark and frightening that
she makes Edgar Allan Poe and H. P. Lovecraft
seem like goody-two-shoes.”—Chicago Tribune
The Influenza Viruses - Robert M. Krug
2012-12-06
Influenza virus is an important human pathogen,
frequently causing widespread disease and a
significant loss of life. Much has been learned
about the structure of the virus, its genetic
variation, its mode of gene expression and
replication, and its interaction with the host
immu nologic system. This knowledge has the
potential of leading to ap proaches for the
control of influenza virus. In addition, research
on influ enza virus has led to important advances
in eukaryotic molecular and cellular biology and
in immunology. A major focus of this book is the
molecular biology of influenza virus. The first
chapter, which serves as an introduction,
describes the structure of each of the genomic

Genetic Dissection of Complex Traits - D.C.
Rao 2008-04-23
The field of genetics is rapidly evolving and new
medical breakthroughs are occuring as a result
of advances in knowledge of genetics. This series
continually publishes important reviews of the
broadest interest to geneticists and their
colleagues in affiliated disciplines. * Five
sections on the latest advances in complex traits
* Methods for testing with ethical, legal, and
social implications * Hot topics include
discussions on systems biology approach to drug
discovery; using comparative genomics for
detecting human disease genes; computationally
intensive challenges, and more
Molecular Biology of the Cell - Bruce Alberts
2004
Human-Computer Interaction: Design and
Evaluation - Masaaki Kurosu 2015-07-20
The 3-volume set LNCS 9169, 9170, 9171
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th
International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction, HCII 2015, held in Los Angeles, CA,
USA, in August 2015. The total of 1462 papers
and 246 posters presented at the HCII 2015
conferences was carefully reviewed and selected
from 4843 submissions. These papers address
the latest research and development efforts and
highlight the human aspects of design and use of
computing systems. The papers in LNCS 9169
are organized in topical sections on HCI theory
and practice; HCI design and evaluation
methods and tools; interaction design; emotions
in HCI.
Gold Bug Variations - Richard Powers
1992-07-31
A national bestseller, voted by Time as the #1
novel of 1991, selected as one of the "Best Books
of 1991" by Publishers Weekly, and nominated
for a National Book Critics Circle Award--a
magnificent story that probes the meaning of
love, science, music, and art, by the brilliant
author of Three Farmers on Their Way to a
Dance.
Network Security and Communication
Engineering - Kennis Chan 2015-07-06
The conference on network security and
communication engineering is meant to serve as
a forum for exchanging new developments and
research progresss between scholars, scientists
variations-on-a-human-face-lab-answers
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RNA segments and their encoded pro teins. The
second chapter discusses the molecular
mechanisms involved in the expression and
replication of the viral genome. In addition to
other subjects, this chapter deals with one of the
most distinctive features of influenza virus,
namely the unique mechanism whereby viral
messenger RNA synthesis is initiated by primers
deaved from newly synthesized host-cell RNAs in
the nudeus. Among the most significant
accomplish ments in influenza virus research has
been the delineation of the three dimensional
structure of the two surface glycoproteins of the
virus, the hemagglutinin and neuraminidase.
This has provided a structural basis for mapping
both the antigenic sites and the regions involved
in the major biological functions of these two
molecules.
Health Effects of Exposure to Low Levels of
Ionizing Radiation - National Research Council
1990-02-01
This book reevaluates the health risks of ionizing
radiation in light of data that have become
available since the 1980 report on this subject
was published. The data include new, much
more reliable dose estimates for the A-bomb
survivors, the results of an additional 14 years of
follow-up of the survivors for cancer mortality,
recent results of follow-up studies of persons
irradiated for medical purposes, and results of
relevant experiments with laboratory animals
and cultured cells. It analyzes the data in terms
of risk estimates for specific organs in relation to
dose and time after exposure, and compares
radiation effects between Japanese and Western
populations.
Explorations - Beth Shook 2019-12-20
Welcome to Explorations and biological
anthropology! An electronic version of this
textbook is available free of charge at the
Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges'
webpage here:
www.explorations.americananthro.org
Human-Animal Interaction (HAI) Research: A
Decade of Progress - Peggy D. McCardle
2020-05-05

The objectives of this study are to describe
experiences in price setting and how pricing has
been used to attain better coverage, quality,
financial protection, and health outcomes. It
builds on newly commissioned case studies and
lessons learned in calculating prices, negotiating
with providers, and monitoring changes.
Recognising that no single model is applicable to
all settings, the study aimed to generate best
practices and identify areas for future research,
particularly in low- and middle-income settings.
The report and the case studies were jointly
developed by the OECD and the WHO Centre for
Health Development in Kobe (Japan).
Anatomy & Physiology - 2016
The Fragile X-Associated Tremor Ataxia
Syndrome (FXTAS) - Flora Tassone 2010-06-02
In Fragile X-Associated Tremor Ataxia Syndrome
(FXTAS), the editors present information on all
aspects of FXTAS, including clinical features and
current supportive management, radiological,
psychological, and pathological findings,
genotype-phenotype relationships, animal
models and basic molecular mechanisms.
Genetic counseling issues are also discussed.
The book should serve as a resource for
professionals in all fields regarding diagnosis,
management, and counseling of patients with
FXTAS and their families, as well as presenting
the molecular basis for disease that may lead to
the identification of new markers to predict
disease risk and eventually lead to target
treatments.
World Economic Situation and Prospects 2020 United Nations 2020-01-16
This is the United Nations definitive report on
the state of the world economy, providing global
and regional economic outlook for 2020 and
2021. Produced by the Department of Economic
and Social Affairs, the five United Nations
regional commissions, the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, with
contributions from the UN World Tourism
Organization and other intergovernmental
agencies.
Documentation Guidelines for Evaluation and
Management Services - American Medical
Association 1995

Price Setting and Price Regulation in
Health Care - OECD 2019-06-26
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